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We have developed a new phase field tool PHAFIS to automatically incorporate the
thermodynamic data for both of WBM and KKS phase field simulations, which are widely
used in the simulation of microstructure evolution of nuclear materials. Based on the
generic C/C++ programming language, PHAFIS is capable of automatically parsing the
standard TDB files, extracting the free energy and diffusion potential varying with the
composition in an analytical way. Based on the two diffrerent TDB files of Fe-Cr binary
system and the interpolated data, the phase morphologies during spinodal decomposition
at 700 K and liquid-solid transition at high temperatures above 1800 K are reproduced and
compared with each other by WBM and KKS model, respectively. Specifically, both of
interface-controlled and diffusion-controlled phase transition mechanisms are successfully
revealed for solidification through our KKS simulation, consistent with classic phase
transition theories. It can be concluded that even slight differences in thermodynamic
data will cause significant changes in the microstructure evolution. The integrity of our
software tool will facilitate the coupling of phase field methods with thermodynamic data for
other materials, paving a fundamental step for coupling more factors required in
microstructure simulation.
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INTRODUCTION

After the Fukushima nuclear accident, nuclear safety issues made the importance of the materials in
the reactor particularly prominent, which is likely to be tackled in the concept of accident tolerant
fuel (ATF) (Zinkle and Was, 2013). ATF is designed for developing new fuels to replace the existing
UO2-Zr alloy, aiming at extending the operation time as much as possible under accident conditions
and maintaining the same or better service performance under normal conditions. This may cause a
conflict in this area between its urgency in application for reactors and the long duration for research
and development (R&D) of nuclear materials that generally takes years or even decades. As a new
paradigm of materials design, the Material Genome Initiative (MGI) is committed to reducing the
development time and cost of materials discovery, optimization, and deployment, via computational
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materials methodology such as multi-scale simulations and big
data methods. Therefore, it has been widely labelled as a potential
solution for boosting nuclear materials industrialization, gaining
enormous attention around the world since its launch in 2012
(Zinkle and Was, 2013). Among the hot topics of MGI, scientists
and engineers are devoted into accomplishment of high-
throughput and multi-scale simulations, which demand
sophisticated coupling between different simulation algorithms
from microscopic to macroscopic scales in efficient ways (Liu
et al., 2004). However, there has not yet been a unified
quantitative model to describe the complex microstructure
evolution, which largely hinders the realization of multi-scale
coupling for alloys in nuclear materials (Konings and Stoller,
2020).

The phase field model (PFM), which has been recognized as
one of most powerful methodologies to simulate microstructural
evolution at mesoscopic scale, such as solidification, martensitic
transition, spinodal decomposition and grain growth etc. (Chen
2002; Emmerich 2008; Moelans et al., 2008; Ingo 2009; Qin and
Bhadeshia, 2010). PFM can be used as a mesoscopic bridge to
connect interstitial microscopic methods such as density
functional theory (DFT), molecular dynamics (MD) (Liu et al.,
2019) and macroscopic simulations, thus forming a typical multi-
scale algorithm mode (Chen 2002; Moelans et al., 2008; Ingo
2009). PFM uses a series of free energy functionals and kinetic
governing equations to continuously describe the evolution of
order parameters, including phase fraction, grain orientation,
chemical component and so on, without tracking the location of
interfaces. For nuclear fuels and cladding materials, the phase
field method has been applied not only to the simulation of
fabrication processes (Guo et al., 2018), but also to the modeling
of damage and defect evolution after irradiation (Li et al., 2017;
Liang et al., 2018; Tonks et al., 2018; Cheniour et al., 2020),
including bubble evolution, void formation and evolution, pore
migration, interstitial loop growth and sink strength, segregation
and precipitation. Although, at present, many of phase field
simulations should be called qualitative or semi-quantitative,
there has been an irreversible trend of gradually transitioning
from qualitative PFMs to quantitative models aiming for system-
specific predictive power (Tonks and Aagesen, 2019; Konings and
Stoller, 2020). To this end, several major difficulties need to be
overcome, including the inclusion of multiple physical
mechanisms, accurate acquisition of model parameters, phase
field programming and other computational efficiency issues
(Tonks and Aagesen, 2019). At present, there are not many
quantitative phase field simulations in the field of nuclear
materials, which mainly focus on the microstructural evolution
that do not involve complex phase transitions, such as grain
growth in nuclear fuels (Ahmed et al., 2014; Mei et al., 2016;
Cheniour et al., 2020) and radiation-induced segregation in Fe-Cr
binary alloy (Piochaud et al., 2016), etc. The common feature of
these simulations is that the input parameters of the phase fields
are mainly low-scale parameters, such as lattice constants, elastic
constants, interface energy and atomic mobility, which can be
directly calculated by DFT or MD.

Different from low-scale parameters, however,
thermodynamic data are more complex, such as free energy

and diffusion potential of different phases in a certain ranges
of temperature and chemical composition, which are particularly
significant to quantitatively describe the driving force for phase
transitions in binary and multiple phases. Generally,
thermodynamic data are obtained and stored through
sophisticated assessment by CALPHAD (CALculation of
PHAse Diagrams) method, i.e., CALPHAD-type data. The
CALPHAD method has been proved to provide accurate
thermodynamic information consistent with phase diagrams
for various materials including alloys, semiconductors, nuclear
materials etc. (Lukas et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2014). Therefore,
phase field model combined with convincible CALPHAD-type
data are expected to quantitatively simulate the thermodynamics
for phase transitions in even multicomponent systems
(Kitashima 2008; Nestler and Choudhury, 2011; Kattner 2016).

Nevertheless, the combination of the phase field model with
thermodynamics data is not always straightforward and efficient
up to now, although it has started since 2002 (Zhu et al., 2002;
Kitashima 2008). In many cases, the usual way is to code the free
energy formula manually into the phase field program (Zhu et al.,
2002; Steinbach et al., 2007). Some others are trying to modify the
phase field model to incorporate the CALPHADmodels in a self-
consistent way (Steinbach et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2015). Zhang
et al. (2015) proposed an interesting method to incorporate the
sublattice models in the CALPHAD into phase field model with
finite interface dissipation, which has been validated in some
binary alloys. Basically, if a single material system and a small
number of phases are involved in the phase field program,manual
coupling may still work. However, it may bring difficulties in
error handling and inefficiency for maintenance of the program,
especially for large amount of thermodynamic data possibly
involved in MGI. Therefore, it is urgent to adopt a way to
automatically, accurately and effectively incorporate
thermodynamic data into phase field models. Relying on the
CALPHAD software, a phase field program can read the
thermodynamic data processed by software or interact with
the software dynamically (Qin and Wallach, 2003; Eiken et al.,
2006), without considering the structure of the thermodynamic
data. This cross-software coupling can be used to realize
automatic coupling of thermodynamic data in an “indirect”
way, in that the thermodynamic data is accessed by other
software before entering the phase field program. Such a
thermodynamic coupling method requires repeated calls to
commercial software and interface programs with a license,
reducing the overall phase field simulation efficiency, which is
somewhat deviated from the original intentions of high efficiency
and cost reduction proposed by MGI.

As for most phase field simulation, people are working on
obtaining a phase field software that can automatically and self-
consistently incorporate thermodynamic data. Generally, the
variation of the free energy with composition and its first
derivative (up to the second derivative) are necessary for the
phase field models to construct the free energy functionals and
to solve the governing equations. In other words, it is possible
to implement a universal and reliable incorporation subroutine
that can automatically import and analyze CALPHAD database
files in the existing phase field programs, as long as the data files
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are sufficiently available and the format is standard.
Fortunately, there are several open thermodynamic databases
(van de Walle et al., 2018), in most of which the data are
described in the “thermodynamic database” (TDB) format
which can be seen as a de facto standard, first developed by
Thermo-Calc company (Sundman et al., 1985; Andersson et al.,
2002). TDB file stores all thermodynamic data in the form of
ASCII code, which is highly readable by people and the
majority of CALPHAD software. This facilitates the
standardized implementation of phase field code to couple
with CALPHAD data. With no help of CALPHAD software,
unfortunately, TDB files are not readable for most phase field
programs serving to different phase field models, although
there are many available TDB files on the internet, like the
National Information Management System (NIMS) database.
Therefore, developing a program tool to effectively employ
TDB files in the phase field program is of great significance for
the establishment of quantitative phase field model, laying the
foundation for its further application in multi-scale
calculations. In this way, the required thermodynamic data
can be easily coupled without changing the existing phase field
program to the greatest extent, and a wider range of phase field
workers can be attracted to participate in the multi-scale
coupling work of MGI.

This article will demonstrate the development procedure of
a phase field tool in C/C++ language which is capable of
reading the standard TDB files written in TQ-language,
extracting free energy parameters and construct phase field
functionals, etc. To get a representative verification, we will
focus on the binary alloy systems in the article. According to
the classification of Tonk et al. (Tonks, et al., 2018), there are
three basic phase field frameworks with most extensive
application for nuclear materials, i.e., Wheeler-Boettinger-
McFadden (WBM) and Kim-Kim-Suzuki (KKS), and grand
potential (GP) phase field models (Wheeler, et al., 1992;
Wheeler, et al., 1993; Kim, et al., 1999). The WBM and
KKS models lose no accuracy of the thermodynamic data
and will be chosen to characterize the effectiveness of our
thermodynamic coupling. As a main component of Fe-Cr-Al
alloy, a very promising ATF cladding materials candidate, as
well as other ferrite stainless steels, the Fe-Cr system with
body-centered cubic (BCC) structure is taken as an example to
demonstrate the applicability of our program in nuclear
materials. The spinodal decomposition and liquid-solid
transition of the Fe-Cr binary system are modeled to show
the reliability of our phase field program. In addition, two
versions of TDB files from open databases and literatures are
used to show the difference in the microstructural
morphologies caused by different thermodynamic
assessments.

MODELS

In this section, we will briefly introduce the binary WBM and
KKS phase field models, and the sublattice solution model as one
of the most widely used CALPHAD models for solid-solution

alloys in the frame of compound energy formalism (CEF) (Hillert
2001).

Binary WBM and KKS Phase Field Models
In fact, for a binary system, the WBMmodel can be regarded as a
special case of KKS model. Therefore, we will introduce the
models based on the architecture of the KKS model. We aim
to simulate the solidification of the Fe-Cr binary alloy system,
i.e., liquid to BCC structural transition, and the spinodal
decomposition of Fe-Cr solid. For solidification simulation,
two order parameters are included, that is, phase fraction of
solid phase ϕ( r→, t) , ( r→denotes the position vector and t is time),
and solute concentration (e.g. mole fraction of Cr in Fe-Cr)
c( r→, t) in our phase field models. ϕ( r→, t) can be defined as a
normalized total molar density, with equilibrium values 0 and 1
referring to the liquid and solid phases, respectively.

According to the gradient thermodynamics (Cahn and
Hilliard, 1958), the total free energy F of a liquid–solid system
can be written as

F � 1
Vm

∫
V
[f (c, ϕ,T) + α

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∇c 2 + β

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∇ϕ 2]dV∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (1)

where α and β are the gradient energy coefficients (Chen 2002). V
is the total volume of the liquid–solid system, Vm is the molar
volume of the system. In the KKS model,

f (c, ϕ,T) � f (cS, cL, ϕ,T)
� h(ϕ)GS(cS,T) + (1 − h(ϕ))GL(cL,T) + wg(ϕ) (2)

where f denotes the bulk free energy density of the whole system.
Gs and GL are the free energy densities of solid and liquid as a
function of temperature and solute concentration, respectively.
h(ϕ) � ϕ3(6ϕ2−15ϕ + 10) is the commonly used interpolation
function to make h(0) � 0 and h(1) � 1. g(ϕ) � ϕ2(1−ϕ)2 is a
double-well potential with the height of w. For the KKS model,
concentration c can be seen as a synthetic term of cs and cL,
written as

c � h(ϕ)cS + [1 − h(ϕ)]cL (3)

where cs and cL are solute concentrations of solid and liquid
phases respectively in the interfacial region, while satisfying the
condition of equal diffusion potentials η, i.e.,

η � zGS(cS(x, t))
zcS

� zGL(cL(x, t))
zcL

. (4)

The governing equations for c and ϕ are following as

zc
zt

� ∇ · [Mc
δF
δc
] (5)

zϕ

zt
� −Lϕ

δF
δϕ

(6)

where Mc and Lϕ represent the mobility of c and ϕ, respectively.
The specific parameterization of Mc and Lϕ will be shown in the
following sections. For the KKS model, Eqs. (5, 6) can be
equivalently transformed to be
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zc
zt

� ∇ · (D(ϕ)∇c) + ∇ · [D(ϕ)h′(ϕ)(cL − cS)∇ϕ] (7)

zϕ

zt
� Lϕ[∇ · ε2∇ϕ + h′](ϕ)[PcL − PcS]] − wg ′(ϕ), (8)

where Pci � fi(ci)−ciμ,{i � L(liquid), S(solid)} and D(ϕ) � h(ϕ)Ds +
(1−h(ϕ))DL is the solute diffusivity as a function of ϕ (Li et al.,
2007). It should be noted that the KKS model is reduced to the
WBM model when c � cs � cL is adopted. If spinodal
decomposition is modeled in a single phase, the WBM and
KKS models can be considered as the same one that contains
only one order parameter c( r→, t). Additionally, the interfacial
energy between liquid and solid can be estimated by

σ �








βpw/18√

(9)

and the interfacial width by

d � 2.2






2β/w√

(10)

consistent with Kim et al., (1999). Therefore, the values of β andw
can be determined uniquely by given d and σ. Particularly,
interfacial energy σ can be anisotropic and dependent on the
interfacial morphology, i.e., σ( n→) , where n→ � (nx, ny, nz) �
(zϕ/zx, zϕ/zy, zϕ/zz) denotes the normal vector of an
interface. If the cubic anisotropic of the interface is assumed,
σ( n→) can be represented with the average σ0 and anisotropy
parameter δ (<0.0625) as

σ( n→) � σ0(1 − 3δ)[1 + 4δ
1 − 3δ

(n4
x + n4

y + n4
z)] (11)

Apart from kinetic parameters, for the WBM model, the bulk
free energy of the phases and their first derivatives with respect to
solute concentration should be derived from thermodynamic
data, on the basis of Eq. (1). For the KKS model, additional
information is needed, i.e., solution of Eq. (4). Therefore, the bulk
free energy is the key to incorporate thermodynamic data into the
phase field models.

Sublattice Solution Model
Sublattice solution model (SSM) with the Redlich–Kister formula
(Redlich and Kister, 1948) in the frame of CEF is one of the most
popular models for approximating the Gibbs free energy of
crystalline solids (Lukas et al., 2007). SSM uses the concept of
constituent fractions (denoted as y) to represent how the atoms
may occupy different types of sublattices with different
coordination numbers, bond lengths, etc. Because of its
advantages in the description of disordered/ordered phases,
SSM has attracted much attention as a fundamental
assessment model and is also supported by the TDB format.
The total Gibbs energy of a phase θ in alloy can be generally
expressed as

Gθ
m(y) � Gref (y) + ΔGideal

mix (y) + Gexc(y) + Gmag(y) + ... (12)

where y represents the constituent fraction vector, Gref the free
energy on the reference surface, ΔGid

mix the ideal mixing entropy
contribution, Gexc the excess free energy by using Redlich–Kister

formula (Redlich and Kister, 1948), and Gmag expresses the
magnetic energy of alloy (Hillert and Jarl, 1978). In this
article, we will focus on the above four energies, although
other contributions (such as disorder/order transition) can
also be taken into account in a similar way. More details with
respect to the parameters in the model can be found in the
reference (Lukas et al., 2007).

PHAFIS Program
PHAFIS (PHase diAgram driven phase FIeld simulation
Software) is our newly developed software module coded in
C/C++, to couple thermodynamic data for phase field
simulation, which can be seen in Figure 1. It is capable of
parsing the standard TDB file format, extracting the
mathematical expression of all phases, calculating accurately
the free energy and the 1st derivative with respect to solute
concentration at a given temperature, and interpolating the
free energy to accelerate phase field simulation. PHAFIS and
our existing solving modules for phase field models can be
seamlessly connected, laying a foundation for accurate
calculation of true material systems.

INCORPORATION PROCEDURE OF TDB
FILES

In this section, we will start with the basic syntax and structure of
standard TDB format, then establish the data structure for the
free energy of a phase according to the sublattice solution model,
and finally incorporate the thermodynamic data into the phase-
field models. The entire coupling process is executed by the
generic C/C++ language program, keeping its compatibility
and portability to the maximum.

Parsing the Standard TDB Format
Although the TDB format was first built by Thermo-Calc, it has
now become one of the most popular thermodynamic data
storage format standards. The standard TDB format is ASCII-
encoded and contains multiple keywords to describe the core
thermodynamic information for various phases composed of
certain elements, including its definition, constituents, and
thermodynamic model parameters, etc. The TDB standard file
is highly readable, which is not only convenient for readers, but
also conducive to the effective identification of computers.

Specifically, there are at least six keywords that are essential for
building the free energy of a phase, including “ELEMENT”,
“FUNCTION”, “PHASE”, “TYPE_DEFINITION”,
“CONSTITUENT”, “PARAMETER”. The keyword
"ELEMENT" gives all the basic elements needed to make up
all the phases in a TDB file. "FUNCTION" contains mathematical
expressions in terms of temperature and pressure required by the
thermodynamic model, including the standard element reference
(SER) (Dinsdale, 1991) and other customized functions. As for
“PHASE”, it defines a thermodynamic phase with some
sublattices, e.g. liquid, BCC_A2 and FCC_A1. There are
constituents in the sublattices, which are further interpreted in
the keyword “CONSTITUENT”. In some cases, the definition of a
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phase can be modified to possess more properties, such as adding
magnetic contributions for a ferromagnetic phase, which can be
accomplished in the keyword “TYPE_DEFINITION”. The last,
but not the least important, “PARAMETER” represents all the
parameters essential to calculate the free energy of a phase
according to the thermodynamic model, combining with all
other keywords. With different expressions, these keywords
complementarily describe the required thermodynamic
information of various phases. Our C/C++ program has built
the corresponding C++ classes for the above six keywords
conforming to the relevant syntax.

As far as the syntax of standard TDB format is referred to,
some points that alter the free energy calculations need to be
noted. Firstly, the main syntax is based on the TQ-language,
analogy to Fortran. The Fortran-like mathematical expression,
for example, logarithmic function “LN ()”, power function
operator “()**()” , exponential function “EXP ()”, and so on,
will be converted to their counterparts in C/C++ in our program.
Another feature of TDB format is that there are some special

characters or symbols owning their specific meanings, which
ought to be identified in the program. Specifically, they include
annotation character “$”, terminator “!”, continuation character
“Y” and discontinuation “N” in TQ functions; sublattice
separator “:”, constituent separator "," and parameter separator
";" in the definition of parameters in a thermodynamic model, as
shown in Table 1. Everything related to the calculation of free
energy in the TDB file will be parsed and converted according to
the syntax of C/C++ for later handling in our program.

Calculating TQ Expressions
Generally, the TQ expressions in the keywords of “FUNCTION”
and “PARAMETER” are mathematical functions of temperature
T and pressure P. Considering that most TDB files are assessed
under the atmospheric pressure, the dependence of the
expressions on P is ignored for simplicity. Moreover, it is
common to conduct phase field simulation at constant
temperature, for instance, isothermal solidification and
annealing. Therefore, after the TQ expressions are converted
into C/C++, they will be numerically calculated based on the
temperature of the phase field simulation by an infix expression
calculator in our program. Thus, the numerical values of all
necessary parameters for all phases at any temperature are
obtained immediately and stored into the memory of
computers. In other words, one can get a parameter library
required for calculating free energy of any phase by reading
the TDB file for only one time.

It seems to be redundant to store the data of the non-target
phases for a common phase field simulation of some target ones.
In fact, such redundant storage might be beneficial to multi-scale
coupled and high-throughput calculations in MGI for nuclear

FIGURE 1 | TDB incorporation procedure. Once a TDB file of a material system is given, it will be parsed and converted into C/C++-compliant grammars. After
solving the infix expression, the free energy expression at constant temperature can be obtained, which will be used by phase field model solver by differentiation and
interpolation.

TABLE 1 | Explanation of some special symbols.

Symbol/character Explanation

$ Annotation
Y Continuation
N Discontinuation
! Terminator
: Sublattice separator
, Constituent separator
; Parameter separator
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materials. Then, a unified parameter library can not only improve
the operation efficiency but also reduce the probability of
unexpected errors due to excessive interaction with the
original TDB files.

Constructing Free Energy Expressions
At this step, the expressions of free energy (as Eq. (12)) are built
with its first derivative based on the sublattice solution model by
our program. Since the free energy in Eq. (12) are all simple
mathematical functions of constituent fractions y, our program can
automatically construct the analytical expressions of free energy as
well as its first and second derivatives with respect to y given a
phase name. Higher-order derivatives can also be obtained
analytically, although this is not necessary for the WBM and
KKS models. Notably, the constructed expressions of free
energy and derivatives are functions of constituent fractions y.
As long as the constituent fractions are given, the corresponding
numerical values of free energy and derivatives can be obtained
immediately through our internal calculator. Alternatively,
numerical differentiation can be performed to gain the
expressions of the derivatives based on the results of free energy.

Incorporating Free Energy Data Into Phase
Field Models
In order to facilitate the incorporation of free energy data into the
phase field models, one of the most efficient ways is to store the
data in a discrete manner and use it after interpolation. First, a set
of discrete data that the free energy varies with temperature and
constituents can be calculated for a certain range of constituent
fraction (e.g. 0 to 1) with a certain interval step (e.g. 0.01). Then,
the free energy for any constituent fraction can be obtained
readily by interpolating the discrete data through interpolation
methods. In this program, for simplicity, the linear interpolation
methods are used. So far, the WBM phase field model can be
initiated with the interpolation of free energy and its first
derivative (called diffusion potential here) (Plapp 2011), while
these are insufficient for the KKS model since it has two more
equations to be solved, i.e., Eqs. (3,4), for cs and cL. In order to
speed up the computational efficiency of phase field simulation,
the paired solution (cs,cL) obtained under different values of (c,ϕ)
will be made into a lookup table. Considering that both of c and ϕ
are between 0 and 1, they are respectively discretized into Nc,ϕ

points with a step size, like 0.01. Then, solving for Eqs. (3,4)
produce a solution (cs,cL) given with (ci,ϕj),i,j∈[1,Nc,ϕ],
constructing a high-dimensional loopkup table. With this
mapping relationship (c,ϕ)–>(cs,cL) , (cs,cL) can be calculated
after interpolation with arbitrary combination of c and ϕ.

Verification in Fe-Cr Binary System
To verify the reliability of our program, the Fe-Cr binary alloy is
chosen as the object system with Cr as the solute atom. Since the
thermodynamic data of Fe-Cr has been being updated and
developed, two versions of Fe-Cr TDB files, i.e., one copied
from NIMS database (Byeong-Joo 1993) (named as TDB1),
and one assessed newly in 2018 (Jacob et al., 2018) (named as
TDB2), are included for the verification. Specifically, the liquid

and disordered solid (BCC_A2) phases are selected under
investigation. In this case, solidification of the liquid phase to
BCC occurs at high temperatures, and spinodal decomposition in
the BCC phase happens at intermediate temperatures, expected to
be described properly by the KKS and WBM models.

Free Energy and Diffusion Potential
Before the phase field simulation, the free energy and diffusion
potential varying with Cr concentration (denoted as c(Cr)) are
obtained. Particularly, in order to realize the automatic
configuration of TDB reading and interpolation, a customized
configuration file has been designed to define the indispensable
parameters, including a TDB file path, a phase name with basic
sublattice information, the constituent ranges and intervals for
interpolation, etc. For verification, the free energy of liquid and
BCC_A2 phases at 700 and 1800 K are calculated by our program
and shown in Figures 2A,B, respectively. It should be pointed out
that we have calculated the same free energy with OpenCalphad
(OC, version 5.004) (Sundman et al., 2015), a free
thermodynamic software, and obtained exactly the same
results, which will not be shown in the figures again. At
700 K, the free energy of solid phase is significantly lower than
that of liquid one, and shows double potential wells at the
concentration around 0.1 or 0.8, indicating that spinodal
decomposition is expected to occur at the some conditions,
which will be shown in the next section. When the
temperature reaches 1800 K, the free energies of the solid
phase and the liquid phase are relatively close, and there
should be a stable region of the solid phase if the solute
concentration is higher than 0.4, leading to the occurrence of
solidification for both TDB files. Mostly, the free energy of TDB2
is slightly lower than that of TBD1, whereas the effect of this
difference on the liquid-solid phase transition is still uncertain. As
for the diffusion potential η, twomethods are used to calibrate the
derivative of free energy, namely the analytical solution ηa and the
two-point difference numerical solution ηb. Figure 2C shows the
comparison between the two solutions for BCC_A2 phase at
700 K for TDB2 as an representative example, with the relative
error ε � |1−ηb/ηa| × 100%. ε is basically below 10−3 for most of
the curve, except for η close to zero as well as concentration
approaching 0 or 1, which can be attributed to the amplifying
errors when ηa→0 and using the finite difference stencil near the
endpoints. For example, the errors can be mitigated by reducing
the interval of interpolation data, but this will deteriorate the
numerical efficiency. Therefore, special care needs to be taken
when solving the derivatives of free energy numerically, otherwise
more serious errors will emerge when seeking higher-order
derivatives.

Spinodal Decomposition
Here, the WBM model is employed to simulate the spinodal
decomposition (SD) phenomenon of solid phase BCC_A2 at
constant temperature . Only one order parameter c( r→, t)
defined as the mole fraction of Cr, is enough to describe the
morphology evolution in the binary alloy by solving Eq. (1) and
Eq. (5). TDB1 and TDB2, respectively, are used to perform phase
field simulations, while keeping most of the model parameters
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unchanged. Firstly, TSD � 700K , and the concentration field
c( r→, t � 0) � c0 + ξ( r→) , where c0 � 0.4 is the average
concentration of the system, ξ denotes the Gaussian white noise
term with amplitude of 10−3. Secondly, the free energies and
diffusion potentials from the two TDB files are compared as
functions of Cr concentration c(Cr) at TSD, as shown in
Figure 3. Both curves have two valleys and coincide at both
ends, indicating that spinodal decomposition is possible to
occur from a thermodynamic point of view. However, the curve
of TDB2 has lower free energies at the valleys, inferring higher
stability of the phases through spinodal decomposition than that of
TDB1. In addition, the concentrations corresponding to the two
valleys of TDB1 are closer to 0 and 1 than TDB2. Also, the diffusion
potential near c0 for TDB2 is higher than TDB1, indicating that the
nucleation of spinodal decomposition for TDB2 may occur earlier.

In addition to the free energy of the solid phase, there are
several model parameters to be determined, including molar
volume Vm, gradient coefficient α, and concentration mobility
Mc. First, we start with estimating the value of Vm. Since the
thermal expansion coefficient of solid Fe-Cr alloys is very small,
generally on the order of 10−5K−1, the crystal structure can be
assumed to be perfectly BCC. Thus, Vm can be estimated through
the lattice constant a0 varying with the concentration c, which is
assumed to follow the Vegard’s law (Denton and Ashcroft, 1991),
i.e., a0 ≈ cacr + (1−c)aFe with the lattice constants aFe � 0.28670

nm and acr � 0.28844 nm (Gale and Totemeier, 2004). Next, value
of α is estimated as (Li et al., 2009)

α � kαΨFeCr (13)

where kα � d20/6Vm is a scaling factor, d0 is the interatomic
distance and can be set as the nearest neighbor atomic spacing
of Fe-Cr alloy, andΨFeCr denotes the interaction strength between
the constituents Fe and Cr and can be derived from the
thermodynamic data (Li et al., 2009). According the two
incorporated TDB files, specifically,

Ψ(TDB1)
FeCr � 20500 − 9.68pT (14)

in the TDB1, and

Ψ(TDB2)
FeCr � 24600 − 14.98pT + (500 − 1.5pT)p(2c − 1)

+(−14000 + 9.15pT)p(2c − 1)2 (15)

in TDB2. The last parameter is chemical mobility Mc which can
be expressed as

Mc � (cMCr + (1 − c)MFe)Vmc(1 − c) (16)

whereMi �Di/RT,i � {Fe,Cr} denotes the mobility of constituent i
(Shewmon, 2016), R is the gas constant and T the absolute
temperature, and

FIGURE 2 | (color online) The variation curves of liquid phase and BCC_A2 with Cr composition calculated from different TDB files, (A) 700 K, (B) 1800 K. (C)
Comparison between diffusion potentials at 700 K calculated analytically and numerically, and the corresponding relative error (in%) of TDB2.
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Di � Di,0 exp( − ΔHi

RT
), (17)

represents the self-diffusivity of species i, with the pre-
exponential factor Di,0 and the activation enthalpy ΔHi

(Mehrer, 2007). For BCC iron and chromium, their dominant
diffusion mechanisms are regarded as vacancy diffusion, which
will be affected by changes in their magnetic states, especially for
iron. In fact, there are two sets of diffusion parameters (D0 and
ΔH) near the Curie temperature TFec for iron, for both the
paramagnetic and ferromagnetic states. It is assumed here that
the choice of iron diffusion parameters depends on the Curie
temperature (denoted as TFeCrCurie) of the binary alloy system. In
other words, the diffusion parameters for the ferromagnetic state
are selected below TFeCrCurie, and the other one above. Actually, the
addition of Cr will lower TFeCrCurie( Braun and Feller-Kniepmeier,
1985), which may obscure the choice of diffusion parameters for
iron. Based on the contents of TDB1 and TDB2, TFeCrCurie are
estimated as 871 and 751 K, respectively, if the average
concentration c0 � 0.4 is used on the basis of Redlich–Kister
(RK) polynomial (Redlich and Kister, 1948; Lukas et al., 2007).
Now, the diffusion parameters for the ferromagnetic iron can be
unambiguously used at TSD � 700K . However, due to the
difficulty in quantitatively obtaining extremely low diffusion
coefficients at low temperatures, the diffusion enthalpies of Fe

and Cr remain controversial (Peterson et al., 1969; Lübbehusen
and Mehrer, 1990; Seeger, 1998; Shewmon 2016). Here, we
choose to use the experimental data reviewed recently by
Neumann and Tuijn (Neumann and Tuijn, 2011). By fitting
the credible data through Eq. (17), the diffusion parameters
we obtained are as follows, ΔHFe ≈ 332 kJ/mol with DFe,0 ≈
1.53m2/s for the ferromagnetic iron, and ΔHCr ≈ 439 kJ/mol with
DCr,0 ≈ 0.11 m2/s . As a reference, the activation enthalpy is
approximately 260 kJ/mol in the paramagnetic α-Fe (Neumann
and Tuijn, 2011).

In our simulation,Mc changes with the concentration field,
while Vm and α are assumed to be constant and evaluated by
fixing c � c0 for simplicity, resulting in α1 � 2.26 × 10−11 J/m
and α2 � 2.42 × 10−11 J/m for TDB1 and TDB2 respectively, Vm

� 7.15 × 10−6 m3/mol. Except for the gradient coefficients (α1
and α2) that are directly derived from the TDB files, all the
other parameters for the simulation remain the same. The
dimensionless parameters are calculated through the
reference quantities including, the length scale lref � 0.1
nm, the free energy density Eref � 1 × 109 J/m3, and the
time scale tref � 1 × 105 s. Our phase field program runs
for a 2D block of 200Δx*200Δx with the uniform
dimensionless grid size Δx � 1.0 and periodic boundary
conditions in all dimensions. The dimensionless time step
is Δt � 0.005.

FIGURE 3 | (color online) Images of concentration field corresponding to three different moments from the two TDB files, TDB1: (A)1 × 103Δt, (B)5 × 104Δt, (C) 1 ×
105Δt, TDB2: (D)1 × 103Δt, (E)5 × 104Δt, (F)1 × 105Δt. The concentration along the two black lines in (C) and (F) will be shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3 shows the images of concentration fields from the two
TDB files (upper row (a-c) for TDB1 and lower row (d-f) for
TDB2) at different times as 1 × 103, 5 × 104 and 1 × 105 Δt,
corresponding to the three columns from left to right, respectively.
A large number of nucleation processes occur in the early period of
evolution for TDB2, while the nucleation is in incubation for
TDB1, as displayed in Figures 3A,D. In fact, the nucleation process
does not begin until the time close to 5 × 104Δt, meanwhile, the
particles in TDB2 have been coarsening, as exhibited in Figures
3B,E. Interestingly, after a longer time, there are similarities with
respect to the particle distributions in Figures 3C,F. In fact, after
long-term evolution, the concentrations in Cr-rich and Fe-rich
regions can be approximately regarded as in near-equilibrium state,
which are expected to be different according to the free energy
curves in Figure 2A. To compare the near-equilibrium
concentrations, the data along the line1 in Figure 3C and line2
in Figure 3F are extracted and plotted in Figure 4A. It can be
clearly seen that the peak value of TDB1 is higher than that of
TDB2 with the valley values close to each other. After global
statistics, the peak and valley values of TDB1 are approximately
0.93 and 0.12, respectively, and those of TDB2 as 0.91 and 0.13.
Then, the volume fraction of Cr-rich phase can be estimated as
34.57 and 34.62% for TDB1 and TDB2, which are nearly the same.

To compare the evolutionary dynamics in a more quantitative
way, a phase fraction χ of Cr-rich phase is defined as the volume
fraction with Cr concentration greater than 0.5 in the whole
simulation block, whose evolution with time is shown in
Figure 4B. We can see that χ2 of TDB2 increases rapidly close
to 35% in the early stage of evolution, and then approached a
slowly rising plateau, which is quantitatively consistent with the
theoretical value. For TDB1, χ1 quickly rises to about 30% after a
longer period of incubation. The dynamics of TDB1 is
significantly slower than that of TDB2, mainly because of the
lower diffusion potential around 0.3 as well as smaller gradient
coefficient α1, which contributes a low driving force and a longer
period of incubation for the phase transition. As one of the most
classic applications of phase field model, the simulation of SD
exhibits that different TDB files may cause obvious differences in
the kinetic process, while the final equilibrium morphologies are

still similar with each other. Therefore, in order to quantitatively
simulate the dynamics of SD, it is necessary to carefully select the
appropriate thermodynamic data.

Liquid-Solid Transition
The second example to be verified is a liquid-solid (LS) transition
process of the BCC_A2 phase in an undercooled melt with
average concentration c0 � 0.5 at TLS � 1800 K via the KKS
model. Specifically, Eq. (6) is used to give the evolution of the
phase field ϕ( r→, t) , and concentration field c( r→, t)will be solved
by Eq. (7) combined with Eqs (3,4). To speed up the numerical
efficiency of the KKS model under the condition of equal
diffusion potentials, i.e., Eq. (4), the discrete solutions are first
calculated and tabulated for interpolation.

As for the parameters to be determined in the KKS model, the
same molar volume Vm � 7.15 m3/mol will be used as that in the
previous section. Besides, β and w in the free energy functional
can be solved through Eqs. (9,10) together with given interfacial
energy σ and width d. σ is taken as the anisotropic energy with
average σ0 � 0.2J/m2, same as that of pure iron (Turnbull 1950),
and d is set be 8.5 × 10−8m (Kim et al., 1999). Keeping align with
Kim et al., (1999), the diffusivity of the pure solid phase is Ds(T),
leaving all the other region characterized withDL(T). Considering
that the undercooling degree is relatively low we assume DL(T) ≈
DFe
L (T

Fe
m), whereD

Fe
L is the diffusivity of liquid at the melting point

TFem of pure iron. According to Guthrie and Iida (1987), DFe
L (T) ≈

(−4.6–3.2 × 10−5T + 2.7 × 10−6T2 × 10−9m2/s .Thus,DL is set to be
4.1× 10−9m2/s, meanwhile Ds is simply taken as the 1e-3 DL

(Neumann and Tuijn, 2011). The last parameter Lϕ (unit asm
3/Js)

is difficult to quantitatively calculate, normally on the scale of
unity (Ferreira et al., 2006). Here, Lϕ is chosen to be 1.0 on the
compromise of efficiency and accuracy of numerical calculation.
The rest of reference quantities include the length scale l′ref � 1 ×
10−8m and t′ref � 1 × 10−9s, the free energy density E′ref � 1 × 109J/
m3 . The size of simulation block is 512Δx′*512Δx′ with periodic
conditions on the both dimensions, the dimensionless grid step
Δx′ � 1.0 and the initial time stepΔt′ � 0.002 . Initially, a spherical
BCC_A2 phase with radius of 10Δx is placed in the center of the
simulation box, and the average concentration is c0 � 0.5.

FIGURE 4 | (color online) (A)Cr concentration along the two black lines highlighted in Figures 3C,F (B) variation of phase fraction with Cr concentration higher than
0.5 with time.
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Anisotropic strength δ of interfacial energy varies evenly from 0.0
to 0.06 with the interval 0.01. The solid phase is expected to grow
with time and become more anisotropic as δ increases, due to the
lower free energy of solid than that of liquid as shown in
Figure 2B.

First, the case with TDB1 is taken as an example with δ � 0.0
and 0.06 to show the rationality of our coupled phase field
program in describing anisotropy effects. The solid phase
snapshots corresponding to four moments, i.e., t* �
0,300,600,900, are superimposed as shown in Figures 5A,B.
It can be clearly seen from the figure that the outline of the
solid-phase interface at different time constitutes a similar

self-similar morphology: As expected, perfect circles are
formed for δ � 0.0 and rounded squares for δ � 0.06.
Figures 5C,D show the composition field images at the
time of t* � 600 . It is found that concentration across the
whole area varies little, except that concentration of solid
phase is slightly greater than that of liquid, indicating that
interface migration is too fast to cause solute redistribution,
irrelevant to the changes in δ. Here, the solid phase fraction
(ϕ>�0.5) and the radius Rmain along the main (X- or Y-) axis
are extracted as the characteristic quantities, the results of
which varying with time are shown in Figure 6 with respect to
different δ. It is easy to point out that different Rmain vary

FIGURE 5 | (color online) During the solidification process at 1800 K (TDB1), the solid phase morphology superimposed images at different times (t0 � 0, t1 � 300,
t2 � 600, t3� 900) (A) δ � 0.0 (B) δ � 0.06, and representative image of the concentration field at the time of t3, (C) δ � 0.0, (D) δ � 0.06. R1 displays the definition of main
radius at the time of t1.
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linearly with time rigorously, while the phase fractions show a
parabolic tendency, independent of δ. According to the
famous transformation theory developed by Christian
(Christian 2002), this is a typical characteristic of interface
controlled phase transition.

Here, the velocity of Rmain are further calculated for both cases
of TDB1 and TDB2 to quantitatively characterize the effect of δ,
as plotted in Figure 7. The absolute velocities corresponding to
the two TDB files are obviously different, but in a similar linear
relationship with the change of δ. The linear fitting slopes (in
dimensionless unit), kTDB1v/δ ∼ 0.572 and kTDB2v/δ ∼ 0.338 show that
the case of TDB1 is much more sensitive to anisotropy than that
of TBD2, the difference of which is greater than 69%. The main
reason for the significant difference between the two results is that
the undercooling for TDB1 is much higher than that for TDB1 at
the same 1800 K. Specifically, according to the original phase
diagram corresponding to the two TDB files, it can be roughly
estimated that the solidus and liquidus temperatures for TDB1
are 1867–1893 K, while those for TDB2 are 1821–1833 K with a
given concentration 0.5. Therefore, the current interface-
controlled transition can be attributed to relatively higher
undercooling degree, especially for TDB1. If one intends to
simulate dendrite growth by KKS model, the temperature
should be chosen in the range of solid-liquid coexist region.
The larger difference ΔTSL between the solidus and liquidus
temperature, the easier dendrites are produced, such as in the
Al-Cu system (Choudhury et al., 2012). However, ΔTSL for Fe-
Cr is very small, particularly for TDB2, i.e., only about 15 K,
resulting in difficulties in simulating the Fe-Cr dendrites. At this
moment, it has to simulate crystal growth at different
temperatures for TDB1 and TDB2, e.g., 1880 and 1827 K,
respectively. δ is chosen to be 0.06, while keeping all the
other kinetic parameters unchanged. Figure 8 exhibits the
phase and concentration fields when their phase fraction is
almost 30%. Surprisingly, the concentrations are clearly
different whereas the two phase morphologies show much

similarity with each other. Different from the previous one at
1800 K, this morphology shows a certain dendrite tip, which can
be regarded as underdeveloped primary dendrite arm due to the
limitation of simulation box and the small ΔTSL (Qin and
Bhadeshia, 2009). Moreover, the solute redistribution is more
developed in TDB1 than that in TDB2, which is also consistent
with their phase diagrams. Finally, the solid phase fraction and
main radius changing with time are drawn in Figure 9. Unlike
the counterpart at 1800 K, qualitatively, the phase fractions
change almost linearly with time, and the main radii ∼t1/2,
one of typical characteristics for diffusion-controlled phase
transition (Christian, 2002). Therefore, our program can
accurately describe the differences in the microstructure
caused by the small differences in the free energy via the
KKS model (Li et al., 2007), capable of describing both of the
interface- and diffusion- controlled phase transitions under the
influence of interfacial anisotropy. In other words, the currently
developed program can reasonably incorporate the
thermodynamic data into the KKS model.

OUTLOOK

Quantitative phase field simulation of microstructure evolution
has increasingly become a key factor limiting the
implementation of the nuclear materials MGI. Some work is
underway but more challenges need to be solved (Andreoni and
Yip, 2020). By directly importing and analyzing TDB files, our
new software tool eases the difficulty in automatically coupling
thermodynamic data in PFMs, contributing to making the
phase field models have system-specific predictive
capabilities. It is expected to help activate the developers of
phase field models in different communities to participate in
the microstructural evolution simulation of nuclear materials.
Furthermore, the software is highly expandable and can be

FIGURE 6 | (color online) During the solidification process of TDB1 at
1800 K, the solid fraction (represented by different line types) and the main
radius (represented by different lines + scattered points) under different
anisotropic strengths δ over time. Particularly, a subset of solid phase
fraction curves are enlarged in the picture.

FIGURE 7 | During the solidification process at 1800 K, the relationship
between the main radius velocity of the solid phase and the anisotropic
strength δ. The black square represents for TDB1, and the red circle for TDB2.
The straight lines are their linear fitting lines. l* and t* denote the
dimensionless length and time, respectively.
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further enriched for ternary systems and more physical
mechanisms, such as diffusion kinetics, elasto-plasticity and
the most important radiation effects. At present, there is no one
exclusive phase field model that can consider so many factors at
the same time. The feasible method consists of modifying phase
field models to couple with many other methods on diverse
length and time scales, which is likely to be realized with the
help of MGI software platform. For example, a new multi-scale
coupling platform that uses the phase field method as a meso-
scale bridge to connect micro-simulation (i.e., DFT, MD) and
macro-simulation (FEM) is being established by the authors,
aiming at microstructural simulation and thermal-mechanical
properties prediction of nuclear fuel cladding materials,

including Fe-Cr-Al alloy (Liu et al., 2017). The
establishment of the MGI software platform for nuclear
materials requires many more methods, such as rate theory,
cluster dynamics, crystal plasticity and so forth, which
demands more work on the coupling of phase-field models
with them in the future.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a new software tool PHAFIS for
incorporating thermodynamic data into phase field modeling
based on the CALPHADmethod. The tool can automatically read

FIGURE 8 | (color online) Snapshots of the microstructure displayed by phase field (A) TDB1 (B) TDB2 and concentration field (C) TDB1 (D) TDB2 at the same solid
fraction as 30%.
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and parse the standard TDB files, and accurately calculate the free
energy and diffusion potential. Two versions of thermodynamic
data of Fe-Cr alloys are employed to simulate spinodal
decomposition and liquid-solid transition through the WBM
and KKS phase field models, respectively. Our results show
that even small deviation in the free energy may cause
significant difference in the microstructure. Particularly, the
program can accurately describe the interface- and diffusion-
controlled phase transitions mechanisms under the influence of
interfacial anisotropy via KKS model, consistent with relevant
theories. PHAFIS makes it easy to achieve phase-field simulation
coupled with thermodynamic data in an efficient way. The
integrity of our phase field program paves the way for
coupling more factors in microstructural evolution, and
promotes the establishment of MGI software platform for
alloys in nuclear reactors.
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